
Sennheiser CX300 II 

This iem is a cheap alternative to the very expensive ie8. OK, it’s not giving the                           

same amount of high definition that the ie8 gives, but it does offer something 

that many other iem’s don’t. It gives a full bodied bass. Many earbud type 

headphones are pants at producing a nice bass and they also veer towards a 

shrill top end. The CX300 II is not shrill and is ‘bass driven.’ 

It’s not neutral, but it is very entertaining. Personally, I would 

definitely prefer a less edgy sound; especially given that the likely 

scenario for something like this is going to be out and about with 

noise. You will want to turn them up a little 

higher than you would at home and the last 

thing that you want to hear is a shrieking 

treble. 

Again, the seal is important and I do know that some find these a bit tricky to 

get a seal. The buds themselves are very soft and they do collapse quite 

easily. For this reason, I find that just a delicate push into the ear, without 

striving for a ‘deep’ seal is best. The other thing you can do to help is to get 

the bud parts damp (This is disgusting – lick them) and then they will seal!! 

(Sorry) I personally find harder ear buds are easier than these really soft 

ones. 

The sound is good got the price and let’s face it, it’s a fifth or sixth of the 

price of an ie8. For many people, the price of the ie8 just can’t be justified 

for what you see. I ie8’s on stage for live work with custom seals and so for 

me it’s a tax deductable item!! 

However, if you don’t want to spend a great deal but get a sound that is 

warm, non-shrieking and for this kind of money, quite sophisticated, the CX300 II may well be the 

answer.  

I find them to be very pleasant and quite heavily weighted towards 

the bass, which is not too bad a thing for an iem which will most 

likely be played a bit on the loud side in portable situations. 

 


